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Population genetic methods are widely used to retrace the introduction routes of invasive 25 species. The unsupervised Bayesian clustering algorithm implemented in STRUCTURE is 26 amongst the most frequently use of these methods, but its ability to provide reliable 27 information about introduction routes has never before been assessed. We used computer 28 simulations of microsatellite datasets to evaluate the extent to which the clustering results 29 provided by STRUCTURE were misleading for the inference of introduction routes for two 30 invasive populations independently introduced from a native population. For this simple 31 scenario of independent introductions, the assumption of two clusters (i.e. K=2) would not be 32 expected to result in STRUCTURE assigning the native population to one cluster, with both 33 invasive populations assigned to the second cluster. We investigated the influence of two 34 demographic parameters (effective size and bottleneck severity) and different numbers of loci 35 on the type and frequency of misleading results. We showed that misleading STRUCTURE 36 results were obtained for 10% of our simulated datasets and at a frequency of up to 37% for 37 some combinations of parameters. Our results highlighted two different categories of 38 misleading output. The first occurs in situations in which the native population has a low level (set to 5x10 -4 ), the mean parameter 120 of the geometric distribution defining the number of microsatellite repeats gained or lost 121 during mutation events (set to 0.22) and the mean mutation rate for single-nucleotide 122 insertion/deletion (set to 10 -8 ). In total, we simulated 22,500 datasets (15 sets of parameters x 123 500 datasets per set x 3 numbers of loci). We developed a pipeline with PERL scripts, 124 available on request, to automate the processing of the datasets (simulation and subsequent 125 STRUCTURE and post-STRUCTURE analyses). Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations, followed by 5x10 5 MCMC iterations. This 134 run length is considered to be long enough to obtain precise estimates of parameters 135 (Pritchard et al. 2010 ), but we also tried runs of double this length for some combinations of 136 parameters with 100 loci. The results obtained were the same (data not shown). We carried 137 out ten replicate runs for each dataset and each value of K, the number of genetic clusters, 138
with K taking values of 1, 2, 3 and 4. 139
We investigated the ability of STRUCTURE to clarify introduction routes, by focusing 140 on analyses with K=2. With this K value, the two samples from an introduced population may 141 or may not cluster together. With the scenario simulated here, in which the two invasive 142 populations result from two independent introductions, the two samples of the introduced 143 populations would not be expected to cluster together. Indeed, the two independent drift 144 pulses at work during these two introductions (i.e. the bottleneck events) should make the 145 introduced populations more genetically different from each other than from the native 146 population, from which they are separated by a single drift pulse. Consequently, 147 STRUCTURE would yield a misleading pattern if the native population sample belonged to 148 one cluster and the two invasive population samples both belonged to the other. Indeed, this 149 could be considered evidence for a lack of independence of the two populations, with one 150 invasive population being the source of the other (Fig. 1b) . Such a clustering pattern, hereafter 151 referred to as "misleading clustering", would lead most STRUCTURE users to an incorrect 152 interpretation, according to which a "successive introductions" scenario would be more likely 153 than the "independent introductions" scenario. Note that STRUCTURE analyses carried out 154 on three population samples with K=3 are, theoretically, unsuitable for comparisons of 155 independent and successive introduction scenarios, because each population sample would 156 probably form its own cluster. 157
For analysis of the 225,000 STRUCTURE runs with K=2 and estimation of the 158 frequency of misleading clusterings, the STRUCTURE output was characterized as follows. Fig. 2 and Fig. S1 ). The proportion of datasets for which the best number of clusters 253
was K=3 increased strongly with increasing numbers of loci (41.9%, 50.6% and 74.9% for 10, 254 20 and 100 loci, respectively). More than 80% of the simulated datasets for which K=3 was 255 inferred by the ΔK method had heterogeneous clustering codes (i.e. genuine multimodality) at 256 K=2 (Fig. 2) . By contrast, when the number of inferred clusters was one or two, 257 multimodality at K=2 was found in less than 10% of all datasets. codes) and (iii) the misleading clusterings defined earlier, in which the two invasive samplesbelonged to the same cluster, whereas the native sample belong to the other cluster (i.e. the 267 0/100/100 code, Fig. 1b) . 268
Overall, the proportion of datasets with at least one misleading clustering pattern over 269 the ten STRUCTURE runs ("misleading homogeneous clusterings", "misleading 270 heterogeneous clusterings" and non-misleading clusterings with at least one run yielding a 271 misleading pattern) was 15.31%, 22.07% and 47.01% for 10, 20 and 100 simulated loci, 272 respectively ( Fig. 3a and Fig. S2 (Table S3) . 275
The frequency of "misleading homogeneous clusterings" was similar for different 276 numbers of loci, and was rather low overall (between 4.24% and 5.59% of the datasets, Fig.  277   3a) . "Misleading heterogeneous clusterings" were also infrequent, but their frequency 278 increased with the number of loci: 2.71%, 3.96% and 8.41% for 10, 20 and 100 loci, 279 respectively (Fig. 3a) . Overall, 7.45%, 9.55% and 12.65% of datasets for 10, 20 and 100 loci, 280 respectively, yielded misleading results. For some combinations of parameters, this 281 proportion reached 36.8% of datasets (Fig. S2) . K=2 was most often (70%) inferred for 282 datasets yielding "misleading homogeneous clusterings", and K=3 was most often (91%) 283 inferred for datasets leading to "misleading heterogeneous clusterings" (Fig. 3b) . 284
285
Effect of demographic parameter values on STRUCTURE results 286 287
For the response variable "proportion of analyses yielding misleading homogeneous 288 clusterings", the best model according to the AIC always included the effective population 289 size at equilibrium N, which was highly significant whatever the number of simulated loci 290 (Table 1) . Lower N values resulted in a higher proportion of misleading homogeneousclusterings (Fig. S3a) . The best model also included bottleneck severity, log10(N/NF), and the 292 interaction between the two main factors for 10 and 100 loci. Bottleneck severity was 293 significant only for 10 loci, and had a positive effect: the stronger the bottleneck, the higher 294 the proportion of misleading homogeneous clusterings. The interaction between the two 295 factors was significant in both models (Table 1 and Fig. S3a) . 296
For the response variable "proportion of analyses yielding misleading heterogeneous 297 clusterings", the full model was selected for all numbers of simulated loci ( Table 1 ). The 298 effective population size at equilibrium N was significant in all cases, and had a negative 299 effect (Fig. S3b) . Bottleneck severity log10(N/NF) was also strongly significant for all 300 numbers of loci, but its effect was positive for 10 and 20 loci and negative for 100 loci. The 301 interaction between the two factors was significant for 20 and 100 loci, with a positive effect 302 (Table 1) . 303
304
Links between summary statistics for genetic diversity and STRUCTURE patterns 305 306
As expected from the analysis of demographic parameters, the diversity of the native 307 population, as assessed by its expected heterozygosity in the datasets with "misleading 308 homogeneous clusterings", was lower than that for "non-misleading" datasets, whatever the 309 number of loci considered (Fig. 4) . On the contrary, no clear trend could be observed for 310 datasets with "misleading heterogeneous clusterings". For these datasets, the mean expected 311 heterozygosity was relatively high with 10 loci, intermediate with 20 loci and low with 100 312 loci, but, in each case, extreme low and high values were observed. The diversity of invasive 313 populations, which was affected by both the diversity of the native population and bottleneck 314 severity, was low for both kinds of misleading clusterings (Fig. 4) . In comparisons with thewas higher for the datasets with "misleading homogeneous clusterings", and lower for 317 "misleading heterogeneous clusterings", unless 100 loci were considered (Fig. 4) . 318
Outcomes for comparisons of STRUCTURE clusterings with results from FST-based 319 and assignment likelihood-based methods were very mixed, depending on the type of 320 "misleading clusterings" considered. 86.5%, 93.6% and 99.1% of datasets with "misleading 321 homogeneous clusterings" in STRUCTURE provided misleading results with at least one of 322 the methods based on FST or assignment likelihood, when considering 10, 20 and 100 loci, 323 respectively (Fig. S4) . By contrast, datasets with "misleading heterogeneous clusterings" in 324 STRUCTURE analysis were rarely (for 10 and 20 loci), or at least not as strongly (for 100 325 loci), associated with misleading results with the other methods: this was the case for 15.2%, 326
24.9% and 67.5% of these datasets for 10, 20 and 100 loci, respectively (Fig. S4) . 327
328
Discussion
330
We used simulated microsatellite datasets for a particular invasion scenario to determine 331 whether the method implemented in the widely used STRUCTURE software (Pritchard et al. 332 2000) could mislead users trying to infer introduction routes. For a true scenario of two 333 independent invasions from a single source, we found that STRUCTURE runs could give 334 misleading clustering patterns (i.e. the two invasive populations clustered together at K=2). In 335 about 10% of all simulated datasets, the results led to incorrect interpretation, with all 336 ("homogeneous misleading clusterings") or most ("heterogeneous misleading clusterings") of 337 the runs for a given dataset yielding the misleading pattern. Some combinations of 338 demographic parameters resulted in higher frequencies of misleading results with 339 STRUCTURE, and, contrary to expectations, increasing the number of loci also lead to an 340 overall increase in the frequency of misleading results. Our results suggested that the twotypes of misleading clustering hazard, homogeneous and heterogeneous misleading 342 clustering, were very different. We suggest that (i) "homogeneous misleading clusterings" 343 probably arise from a large probability of independently drawing the same alleles twice from 344 a native population with low genetic diversity and that (ii) "heterogeneous misleading 345
clusterings" probably arise from convergence problems in STRUCTURE. 346
For "homogeneous misleading clustering", the effective size of the native population 347 has the strongest effect: the smaller this effective population size, the higher the risk of 348 obtaining misleading clustering patterns over all STRUCTURE runs. Such "homogeneous 349 processes. The probability of independently drawing the same alleles twice, with similar 355 frequencies, from a given native population is usually low (when random processes are at 356 work), but can actually be quite large when the diversity of the native population is itself low. 357 This is particularly true in cases of low heterozygosity (Allendorf 1986 ), in which one or a 358 few alleles occur at high frequency at each locus. 359
The interpretation of "heterogeneous misleading clusterings" is less clear-cut, but 360 several lines of evidence suggest the involvement of convergence issues in STRUCTURE 361 runs at K=2, when the best K value was undoubtedly 3. For 10 and 20 simulated loci, the 362 proportion of "heterogeneous misleading clusterings" (i) was positively related to bottleneck 363 severity, which accentuates differences between populations, (ii) was associated with a lower 364 proportion of alleles shared by the two invasive populations than for non-misleading datasets,results, and (iv) was higher in datasets for which K=3 was inferred with Evanno's method 367 We found that STRUCTURE yielded misleading results, but at a low 390 frequency. However, our results suggest that some situations should be analyzed with care. Tables   561  562  Table 1 In this study, we focused on "misleading homogeneous clusterings" and "misleading heterogeneous clusterings", in which "misleading patterns" were found in all ten runs or predominated, respectively, for a given dataset. Runs displaying the misleading pattern are boxed. 
